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The electromagnetic soot removal system trap particulate particles from the exhaust gas of 
diesel engines. The efficiency of the trap is defined by the effectiveness of the trap to filter 
the particles. Since the new prototype was used, the effectiveness of the soot removal system 
has not been ascertain. This can be done by laboratory experiment to analyze the 
electromagnetic soot removal system. The objective of this research focused on analyzed the 
electromagnetic wave soot removal system regarding gas velocity after soot trap(filter) 
element at various outlet opening and gas velocity with different soot particle loading in filter 
element. From the experiment has been done, the finding shown various outlet opening and 
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Nowadays, car pollution is one of the major issue among us. This issue have been highlighted 
for a long time since transportation such as diesel vehicle had been common transport among 
us in our country. The main reason why the issue need to be highlight due to diesel engine 
produce variety of particle during combustion of fuel due to incomplete combustion. This 
including excessive amount carbon dioxide and other dangerous gasses emission toward 
environment that cause harm toward health, also to environment such as global warming. 
One of the ways to reduce the emission of these excessive amount of dangerous gas toward 
environment is installation of Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) in the vehicle. DPF is a filter that 
capture and store exhaust soot in order to reduce emission from diesel car. Since the DPF that 
available in current market haverfinite capacity, theseatrapped soot periodicallyzhasato be 
emptiedeor burn off to reuse the DPF. 
The electromagnetic wave soot removal system prototype is shown in Figure 1.1. As shown, 
there are 2 crucial part that affect the performance of prototype which was the filter and the 
magnetron. The filter act as the trap of soot particles and the magnetron supplied the heat 
energy to burn the soot particle in filter element. 
 
        
 







The process of empting and burning off trapped soot called regeneration. This 
regenerationaprocess cleanlyzburn off the excess sootadeposited in the filter, reducing the 
harmfulaexhaust emissiontand help to preventathe black smokehthat used to see fromadiesel 
vehicle, particularly whendaccelerating. 
The engineawill ultimatelyacease to functionaif no actionais applied toaremove the 
accumulatingaparticles. Passivearegeneration, activearegeneration, and mixed passive-active 
regenerationaare the threeamainaregeneration methods. Afterathearegeneration process occur, 
theaburnt particle leaved the DPF through exhaust gases. This recycle will repeat until the filter 
become clogged. When the filter turns clogged, efficiency of DPF to filter the soot will drop 
and the filter needs to be replaced. To overcome these problem, one of the idea is to eliminate 
the excessive particle in filter by electromagnetic wave heating. 
Basically, the DPF used for the project was similar to the current DPF available in market 
but with addition function of eliminate the excessive particle in filter by electromagnetic wave 
heating. With this addition function, the filter does not need to be replaced and can be used 
repeatedly and efficiency of the DPF can be maintained.  
                          
Table1.1: Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) prototype 
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The pressure dropsaincrease with the soot deposits on the filterawall, the microwave 
generator starts to workawhen the pressure dropareach into certain value. It canaprovide 
microwave energy to the filter andathen to heat the soot trapped on the filter wall to its ignition 
temperatureauntil its completeacombustion.   
The workingaprinciple of the microwave generator can be seen in Figure 1.2. A portion of 
the alternating currentagenerated by the power source is convertedainto high voltage direct 
current through a low voltageatransformer. Highavoltage transformer andarectifier voltage 
doublingacircuit are loaded on the anode of the magnetronato produce a strong electric field. 
Another part of the alternatingacurrent is convertedvinto filament voltage byelow voltage 
transformer to heat upathe cathode ofamagnetron to emitsaelectron. The microwaveapower 
from theamagnetron is transmitted through coaxialacable to DPF andcpropagated through 











1.2 Problem Statement 
Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) is a device that act as soot removal system in the vehicle. New 
design of DPF already been build in addition the function of microwave heating inside the 
DPF. Eventhough prototype DPF already been build, the effectiveness of the filter and 
efficiency of the soot removal have not ascertain yet.. 
.  
1.3 Objective 
The objectives is proposed in the following part to ensure the project is conducted with a set 
target, and at the same time does not exceed the defined boundary of the research to produce 
the desired output. 
Based on the initial study, the objectives of the project are listed below: 
 To analyse the electromagnetic wave soot removal system prototype regarding gas 
velocity after soot trap element at various opening. 
 To analyse the electromagnetic wave soot removal system prototype  regarding gas 
velocity with different soot particle loading in filter element. 
1.4 Scope of study 
The scope of study of project involved experimental work to analyse the electromagnetic wave 
soot removal system for diesel engine in: 
 Gas velocity after soot trap element at various opening  







                                           LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Diesel Particulate Filter 
DPF is a filter that capture and store exhaust soot in order to reduce emission from diesel 
car. Since the DPF that available in current market have finitercapacity, these trapped 
sootaperiodicallyahas to be emptiedaor change the filter to reuse the DPF. Like anyafilter, 
the DPFawill gradually get cloggedawith the sootathat it traps. However, the car  
isadesigned toaclean it by heating this residue up, turning it to ash andaexpeling it. 
Firstly, soot particle from the engine will go inside the cross-section of filter element. Inside 
the filter element, there are two main important process occur which is filtration phase and 
regeneration phase. After the soot particle been filtered, the particle will release through 
filtered exhaust emission.  
According to Orihuela et al. [3] The filtration efficiency of DPF can be calculated by 
comparing the number of concentration at inlet and outlet of DPF and comparing the pressure 
drop.  For the experiment of the DPF, many different parameter can be varied such different 
fuel can be used because according to Yi Guo et al. [1] The performance of  DPFavaried for 
differentafuels. It was shownathat the increase in oxygenzcontent of the fuel led to the 
emission of lower mass and particleanumber and changed sizeadistribution aszcompared to 






According Zhongwei Meng et al. [6] Efficiency of DPF can be calculated by: 
 
 
whereaM0,aM1, andzM2 representathe mass of DPFabefore loading, the masszofaDPF before 
regenerationaandzrepresents the massaof DPF afteraregeneration, respectively. ε represents a 
regenerationtperformancezratio and equal to thearegenerationaefficiency dividing 
theainputaheat (efficiency/energy). Where for ε or efficiency equation,aQin, Cp,aqm,aT1,aT0, 
and t represent the heat quantity of air that flows intoatheaDPF, the specific 
heatzcapacity,ethewmass flow rate of air, the regenerationotemperature of DPF, the 
initialetemperature of the incoming flow, and thewregeneration time, respectively.  








2.2 Electromagnetic wave heating 
Microwaveaheating isaa processawherebyamicrowaves produced byamagnetrons areadirected 
towardareactants or heating medium, which absorbathetelectromagnetic energy volumetrically 
to achieve self-heatingauniformly andarapidly. According to the proposed idea, microwave 
heating function will be installed inside DPF in order to burn out left particle in filter of DPF 
after regeneration phase. 
Accordingato E. Jiaqiang et al. [5] Inaorderato stimulate theamicrowave assisted 
regenerationaof the DPF whenathe trappedaparticle of the exhaustagas with high temperature 
lead to great pressure drop throughaporousamedia. Thereforasome assumptionaof the model 
shouldabe as (1) the massafraction of carbon particleais little or negliable in transientaemission. 
(2) Particleain channelsaof porous mediaaare pure carbon particle with the sameasize in 
diameteraand distributedauniformly on theachannel wall. (3) Allagasses arearegarded asaideal 
gasaand they meet withaideal gasaequation. Below is the example result that have done by E. 
Jiaqiang et al. [5]   
 
From the above figure shown E. Jiaqiang et al. [5] Shown the particulateacombustion is 
affected by the oxygenacontent. Whenathe small velocity numberacauses the airaflow 
Figure2.2: Temperatureacontours under different inletavelocities [5] 
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throughzthe particle trapzis relatively slow and the oxygentbrought into the filter is not 
enoughztoaburn. When the airflowavelocity increase from 12m/s to 60m/s, thezamount of air 
brought intozthe filterabody increase lead to the oxygenacontent more and moreaabundant. 
These will resulted a largeanumber of particlesrin thezfilter bodyacan befburned, making 
theztemperature in the filter body morequniform afterqreaction. 
E. Jiaqiang et al. [5] Also state that when the inletavelocity increaseafrom 12m/s to 60m/s, the 
amountrof airainawall-flow filter will increase. From theafigure below E. Jiaqiang et al. [5]  
Show that a largeanumber of particles in the wall-flow filter can beaburned with 
sufficienteoxygenecontent, which make the temperaturezin the particlevfilter 
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Table3.1: Laboratory setup description 
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• Engine supply soot particle to be tested. 
• Different size of outlet opening used to get different condition flow rate along electromagnetic 
wave soot removal system since different condition (eg: no outlet opening, 25% outlet opening, 
50% outlet opening, 75% outlet opening)  needed to test in each set of experiment. 
• Digital pitot tube is used to measure at inlet and outlet of DPF,  
• Digital weight scale is used to measure trapped soot particles in filter. 
 
3.3 List of variable 
Fixed variable: 
1. Type of engine: Vertical cylinder, four stroke cycle, air cooled diesel engine 
2. Type of diesel: Petronas diesel Euro 5 
3. Load applied: 75% 
4. Electromagnetic wave soot removal system prototype 
Manipulated Variable: 
1. Percentage opening of blower (no outlet opening, 25% outlet opening, 50% outlet 
opening, 75% outlet opening) 
2. Measured time engine run (1hour, 3 hour, 6 hour)  
Responding Variable: 
1. Gas velocity measured after soot trap(filter) 

























Table3.2: Final year project 1 




RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
 





Based on the value obtained, highest value of trapped soot particles is recorded after 6 
hour engine run. Also shown the value of trapped soot particle is directly proportional 
to how long the engine run. 
 
4.2 Velocity vs Outlet opening (%) 
 
 
     
 Based on the value obtained, for 100% outlet opening condition record highest velocity 
compare to 25% outlet opening condition which is get smallest velocity (for clean filter). 
Smaller the percentage outlet opening caused velocity to decrease. The outlet opening is 
decreasing the blower used cannot be controlled. So by control the percentage of outlet 
opening, amount of gas went out can  be controlled. 
 
Table 4.1: Time engine run vs Trapped soot particles 
Table 4.2: Velocity after soot trap element vs Outlet opening (%) 
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There are no significant change in velocity from 0g soot particle trapped in filter mass to 
0.07g soot particle trapped in filter mass. These due the different value of trapped soot 
filter is too small to cause the velocity change happen. The difference is too small due to 
only short time engine run for the time being which only hour. Short time taken will affect 
less amount of soot particle trapped in filter element. 
   
Also shown on the table, beside outlet opening, the velocity after filter element also affect 
by mass of trapped soot particle. Higher the mass of trapped soot particles will affect velocity 
decreasing due high pressure at outlet of electromagnetic wave soot removal system. 
 
 




As shown below, the line for 1.60g mass of trapped soot particle is at lowest part compare 
to the others. Line for 0g mass of trapped soot particles and 0.07g mass of trapped soot 
particles shown no significant difference since only 1 hour time of engine run. There no 
much soot particles inside the filter which will affect the velocity measured. 
 
Also shown for for line 1.60g mass of trapped soot particle, 100% opening have the highest 
velocity compare to the 25% opening which have the lowest. These condition also applied 









0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
Velocity (m/s) vs Covered Blower (%)
0g, Velocity  (m/s) 0.07g,Velocity  (m/s) 0.94g, Velocity  (m/s) 1.69g, Velocity  (m/s)
Figure 4.1: Velocity vs Outlet Opening (%) 
100% opening 75% opening 50% opening 25% opening 
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The assumption can be made that higher mass of trapped soot particle in filter will affect the 
velocity measured after the filter element will decrease. Other factor also give significant 









































Electromagnetic wave soot removal system are thermost populartafter treatment system for 
thewabatement of soot particles in theeexhaust of diesel and gasrvehicle. Decade of 
development havetgenerated a deal of literaturecsystem. The magnitude of the automotive 
market worldwide, together with the increasing strict regulation in order to save environment, 
are still pushing thewresearch activity in thisafield, which likely tofcontinue growing over 
anlong period. 
 Within the existing researchcstudies on electromagnetic wave soot removalksystem, it 
is generally difficultoto conclude about theirolevel ofodevelopment. Beside electromagnetic 
wave soot removal system are relatively complex system. Testing or experimental work of 
electromagnetic soot removal system need variability ineexperimental procedure make it 
difficult toxcompare result fromedifferent source.  
 The study of analyze the effect of velocity in electromagnetic wave soot removal system 
has shown there are several factor will give significant difference in value measured which is 
mass of soot particle trapped in filter and outlet opening. 
 As shown at previous chapter, higher mass of soot particle trapped in filter will cause 
the velocity will decrease due high pressure at outlet compare to at filter element. While for 
outlet opening, smaller percentage outlet opening will affect the velocity also decrease. 
 
5.2 Recommendation     
As stated above, there are many type of experimental work that can be done in study of 
electromagnetic wave soot removal system. Since these research only focus on effect of 
outlet opening and mass of trapped soot particle in filter element to velocity after element, 
in the future work analyze of electromagnetic wave soot removal system with regeneration 
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